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What is a Cognitive Architecture?

Definition:  a design for a computational system that 
simulates some aspects of human cognition.
Five examples of cognitive architectures:

● Cyc:  An engineering system designed to represent the           
  commonsense knowledge of a high-school student.
● Soar:  An AI system based on the cognitive theories and         
  technology developed by Newell and Simon at CMU.
● Society of Mind:  A cognitive theory based on the research     
  by Marvin Minsky and his students and colleagues at MIT.
● Neurocognitive Networks:  A cognitive theory based on           
  research by the linguist Sydney Lamb and his colleagues.
● CS Architecture:  A theory and a proposed design presented  
  in the book Conceptual Structures by Sowa (1984).



  

Cyc Project

The largest system based on formal logic and ontology:
● Cyc project founded by Doug Lenat in 1984.
● Starting goal:  Implement the background knowledge of a typical    
  high-school graduate.
● Ultimate goal:  Learn new knowledge by reading textbooks.

After the first 25 years,
● 100 million dollars and 1000 person-years of work,
● 600,000 concepts,
● Defined by 5,000,000 axioms,
● Organized in 6,000 microtheories.

Some good applications, but more needs to be done:
● Cyc cannot yet learn by reading a textbook.
● Cyc cannot understand language as well as a child.



  

Soar Project

A “unified model of cognition” by Newell (1990).

A computational architecture, but with emphasis on cognitively 
realistic methods.

Based on half a century of research at CMU:
● General Problem Solver by Newell, Shaw, & Simon (1959).
● Production  rules for problem solving.
● Semantic networks for storing knowledge in long-term memory.
● Chunks as packages of previously generated results. 
● Plus recent extensions for imagery and emotions.

Since the 1950s, Newell and Simon hoped to “simulate human 
thought” and “human problem solving.”

Efficiency on digital computers was desirable, but secondary.



  

Society of Mind

A theory of mind developed by Marvin Minsky during half a 
century of research with colleagues and students at MIT.

Documented in many research papers and two books, The 
Society of Mind (1986) and The Emotion Machine (2006):

● There is no unified model of all neural computation.
● The brain contains many areas specialized for different purposes.
● Learning creates more specializations for every human need.
● The result is a society of interacting heterogeneous agents.
● Knowledge is formed as a network of K lines that connect related   
  aspects in areas of the brain specialized for different agents.
● Emotions are the driving forces that motivate the agents.

Minsky inspired many students to work on various aspects.

But there is no complete implementation of his theories.



  

Neurocognitive Networks

A cognitive architecture developed by the linguist Sydney Lamb 
after many years of collaboration with neuroscientists.

In 1966, he published his theory of stratificational grammar as an 
interconnected network that was inspired by neural theories.

Over the years, his ideas developed into a neural  theory:
● All knowledge consists of connections in networks.
● All reasoning is performed by making, strengthening, weakening,   
  or inhibiting connections.
● The meaning of any node in a network is determined by its direct    
  or indirect connections to sensory inputs and motor outputs.
● Some nodes may have the effect of symbols, but they have no         
  “meaning” independent of their connections.

Harrison (2000) implemented Lamb’s hypothesis in the PureNet 
system, and it made some cognitively realistic predictions.



  

The CS Architecture 

The book Conceptual Structures (Sowa 1984) presented a 
cognitive architecture based on AI and cognitive science.

The ideas grew out of the same ground as the other four 
architectures, and they were strongly influenced by them.

Its unique features developed from the logic and semiotics of 
Charles Sanders Peirce:

● Existential graphs as the basis for knowledge representation and   
  reasoning by induction, deduction, abduction, and analogy.
● Grounding  all symbols by their connections to the “twin gates”      
  of perception and purposive action.
● Treating all aspects of cognition, including logic and language,       
  as special cases of semiotics.  

Over the years, these ideas have been enriched and extended   
by the 19 International Conferences on Conceptual Structures. 
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Developments Since 1984  

Chapter 2 of the CS book surveyed cognitive science of the day.

Cognitive science, especially neuroscience, has made many 
advances since then.

But the basic assumptions of the CS book have been supported:
● Percepts are assembled to match incoming sensory icons.
● A record of the assembly can be represented as a graph.
● Concepts and conceptual graphs are of the same nature as                 
  percepts, but stored in the association areas of the brain.
● Cognition and reasoning use the mechanisms of perception.
● An associative comparator finds and compares icons, percepts,         
  concepts, and graphs composed of them.  

The more recent VivoMind Cognitive Architecture (VCA) builds on 
and extends these assumptions.
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Mechanisms of Perception
 

Figure 2.2 in the CS book 
showed that perception 
draws on  a stock of 
percepts to interpret 
sensory icons.
Percepts are copies of 
earlier icons or parts of 
icons.  They are stored       
in the same area of the  
cortex as the icons 
During perception, they are 
assembled in a working 
model that matches the 
incoming sensory input.
Mental imagery consists of 
working models assembled 
by the same mechanisms. 
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Neural Evidence 

Sydney Lamb developed stratificational grammar with networks 
that were influenced by the neuroscience of the 1960s.

Over the years, he collaborated with neuroscientists to extend 
his earlier work to neurocognitive networks.

The CS book was influenced by Lamb’s earlier networks:
● George Heidorn  (1972) implemented software for processing          
  semantic networks for a PhD under Lamb’s supervision.
● Heidorn joined IBM, where he continued to develop the software.
● His networks influenced many ideas about conceptual graphs.
● Sowa & Way (1986) used his software to implement CGs.

Lamb is now a professor emeritus at Rice University, where he 
continues to teach a course on neurocognitive linguistics.

His more recent theories are compatible with the CS architecture 
and its extensions. 



  

Language Areas in the Left Hemisphere

Two areas of the left hemisphere that are involved with language.

Lesions in Broca’s area disrupt syntax in speech generation.

Lesions in Wernicke’s area disrupt language understanding.



  

Motor Control Areas for Producing Speech

Broca’s area is next to the projection area for the motor neurons.
Wernicke’s area is closer to the sensory projection areas.



  

Association Areas in the Cortex

The shaded areas are the primary projection areas for sensory 
and motor neurons.  Association areas are in white.

The relative size of the association areas and the complexity of 
the interconnections are strongly correlated with intelligence.

Diagram adapted from Lamb (2011).



  

Arcuate Fasciculus

The arcuate fasciculus is a bundle of fibers that connect 
Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area in the human brain.

The corresponding connections in the chimpanzee and 
macaque brains are simpler and sparser.



  

Cognitive Complexity

Each level inherits the abilities of all previous levels.

But larger association areas and more complex connections 
support more complex thought and methods of reasoning.



  

Wernicke-Geschwind Model

Norman Geschwind’s updates to Wernicke’s hypotheses:
● Wernicke’s area is key to semantic interpretation.
● Input from the primary auditory cortex goes directly to Wernicke’s area.
● That area is closely connected to all the sensory areas.
● It relates words and patterns of words to patterns of percepts.

Broca’s area is key to syntactically correct language generation:
● Directly connected to the motor mechanisms for speech.
● Formats output from Wernicke’s area in language generation.
● Verifies and interprets syntactic details in language understanding.

Reading provides an alternative to speech input:
● Written or printed words are interpreted in the visual cortex.
● The stream of words is sent to Wernicke’s area for understanding. 
● The interpreted forms are sent to Broca’s area for speech generation.



  

Extensions Beyond the W-G Model

Many more areas of the brain are involved in language:
● Various syntactic and semantic categories are handled by different areas.
● Processing is far more complex than a simple sequential flow.
● Reasoning, action, and speech generation in the frontal lobe.
● Perception, orientation, and language understanding toward the back. 



  

Neurocognitive Network for the Word 'fork'

Network of locations in the LH, adapted from Lamb (2011):
● C:     Concept of a fork in the parietal lobe links to all other areas.
● V:      Visual recognition in the temporal lobe links to the visual cortex.
● T:      Tactile feel of a fork in the somatosensory cortex.
● M:     Motor schemata for manipulating a fork in the motor area.
● PR:   Phonology for recognizing the word 'fork' in Wernicke’s area.
● PA:   Phonology for the sound /fork/ in the primary auditory cortex.
● PP:   Phonology for producing the articulation of /fork/ in Broca’s area.



  

Localization and Distribution

Is knowledge in the brain localized or distributed?
● Memories can survive damage to large parts of the brain.
● Neurons can die without destroying a concept or association.
● But most areas of the brain are highly specialized.

Lamb’s hypothesis:
● Each node of a network is a column in the cortex that contains        
  an average of 75 to 80 neurons.
● If one neuron is lost, some associations may be lost, but the            
  other neurons in the column can recover most or all the function.
● Neighboring columns represent related concepts that can recover  
  many of the associations, even if an entire column  is lost.
● The complete information for a concept, including words and          
   images, is distributed in multiple nodes across both hemispheres.
● Even damage to a large area of the brain won’t destroy all the          
   information associated with the concept.



  

Situated Simulation

Neural and psychological research by Lawrence Barsalou:
● Mental simulation is the re-enactment of perceptual, motor and                   
  introspective states acquired during experience.
● Unconscious re-enactments occur during memory and reasoning.
● Conscious re-enactments are usually called mental imagery.

Cognition is grounded in perception, action, and internal states.
● Simulations can re-enact the social interactions in situations.
● Situated conceptualizations can also stimulate the emotional states.

Mirror neurons promote learning and social understanding:
● The neurons used in performing an action are also activated in seeing       
  another person perform the same action.
● Simulations in motor and emotional systems are critical to empathy,          
  social understanding, and successful cooperation.

See http://www.psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/onlinepapers.html 

http://www.psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/onlinepapers.html


  

Relating Psycholinguistics to Neuroscience 

Neurocognitive networks are not a “Language of Thought”:
● They link nodes in the sensory, motor, and association areas of the cortex.
● Some nodes are associated with images, sounds, feelings, and actions.
● Other nodes and patterns of nodes, which may be called concepts and         
  schemata, have indirect links to the sensory and motor nodes.
● Some of those nodes and patterns are associated with words.
● But they don’t form a language that is distinct from a natural language.    

Reasoning is a process of forming new patterns:
● The basic mechanisms form, strengthen, weaken, and inhibit links.
● The frontal lobes are actively involved in the process.
● But the new links or modified links may be anywhere in the cortex.
● The resulting patterns may be mapped to actions (including speech). 

Syntax, semantics, and pragmatics are theoretical abstractions:
● They can be useful for analyzing and understanding neural patterns.
● But they are, at best, indirectly related to those patterns. 



  

“A Moving Picture of Thought”

A brilliant discovery by Charles Sanders Peirce:
● In 1885, Peirce published the algebraic notation for predicate calculus.
● In 1897, he invented existential graphs (EGs) as an equivalent notation.
● EG logic has no variables, no substitutions, and no transformations.
● Peirce claimed that EG rules generate “a moving picture of thought.” 
● The psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird (2002) agreed:  EGs with Peirce’s  
   rules of inference are a good candidate for a realistic neural theory.

EG extensions to the networks proposed by Sydney Lamb:
● A mechanism for treating any graph or subgraph as a single chunk.
● Inhibitory links for negating any chunk.
● Graphs with negated chunks can represent full first-order logic.

Neural mechanisms for supporting Peirce’s rules of inference:
● Analogies for matching graphs and subgraphs.
● Some mechanism for inserting, erasing, or inhibiting links and chunks.



  

Existential Graphs Without Negation

A simple version of logic that can represent the content of many 
graphical notations, including RDF, Concept Maps, and Topic Maps.

This example by Peirce can be translated to the following formula:

     ∃x∃y∃z (isaStagirite(x)  ∧ teaches(x,y)  ∧ isaMacedonian(y) ∧
            conquersTheWorld(y)  ∧ isaDiscipleOf(x,z)  ∧ isanOpponentOf(x,z) 
                        ∧ isaPhilosopherAdmiredByChurchFathers(z)) 

To represent negation, networks such as Lamb’s could use the neural 
mechanism of inhibition to deny any graph or subgraph.



  

EGs With Negation Support Full FOL



  

Minsky’s Challenge

Adapted from a diagram by Minsky, Singh, & Sloman (2004).



  

Case-Based Reasoning 

Induction + deduction is a two-stage reasoning process.
Given the same cases, analogy can derive the result in one step.
Theories are convenient if you reuse them many times.
But case-based reasoning (CBR) is usually more flexible.



  

Four Views of Analogy

1.  By logicians: 
      Deduction is reasoning from “first principles.”

2.  By psychologists: 
       Analogy is fundamental to human and animal cognition. 
       All aspects of language understanding depend on analogy. 

3.  Theoretical: 

       All methods of formal logic — deduction, induction, and abduction 
       — are disciplined special cases of analogy. 

4.  Computational: 

      A powerful and flexible technique with important applications in       
      reasoning, learning, and language processing.
      But practicality depends on finding analogies efficiently. 



  

Computational Complexity

Research by Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner:

     Pioneers in finding analogies with their Structure Mapping Engine.

     Demonstrated that the SME algorithms take time proportional to       
     N-cubed, where N is the number of graphs in the knowledge base.

     MAC/FAC approach:  Use a search engine to narrow down the
     number of likely candidates before using SME.

VivoMind approach:

    Encode graph structure and ontology in a Cognitive Signature™.

    Find the closest matching signatures in logarithmic time.

    Use structure mapping only on a very small number of graphs.



  

Algorithms for Chemical Graphs

Graphs of organic molecules are similar to conceptual graphs:
    ● Atoms  concept nodes labeled by the name of the element.⇒
    ● Chemical bonds  relation nodes labeled by the name of the bond type.⇒
    ● But conceptual graphs have many more types of concepts and relations. 

Chemical graphs inspired Peirce’s existential graphs as 
representations of “the atoms and molecules of logic.”

Some of the largest and most sophisticated systems for graph 
processing were developed by chemists, not computer scientists.

An important application was the use of chemical graph algorithms 
for building and searching hierarchies of conceptual graphs:

      Robert A. Levinson, & Gerard Ellis (1992) Multilevel hierarchical retrieval,     
      Knowledge Based Systems 5:3, pp. 233-244.



  

Chemical Graph Search Engine

Find similar chemical graphs in logarithmic time:
    ● Represent each graph by its unique International Chemical Identifier (InChI).
    ● Map the InChI codes to numeric vectors that encode both the graph structure  
       and the labels of the atoms and bonds.
    ● Index the vectors by a locality-sensitive hashing algorithm (LSH).
    ● Estimate the semantic distance between graphs by a measure of molecular     
       similarity.
    ● Use the semantic distance measure to find the most similar graphs. 

Similar techniques can be adapted to conceptual graphs.

For a description of the chemical algorithms, see
    Mining Patents Using Molecular Similarity Search, by James Rhodes,                   
    Stephen Boyer, Jeffrey Kreulen, Ying Chen, & Patricia Ordonez
    http://psb.stanford.edu/psb-online/proceedings/psb07/rhodes.pdf 

http://psb.stanford.edu/psb-online/proceedings/psb07/rhodes.pdf


  

Cognitive Signature™ 



  

Analogy is Fundamental

Analogy is the foundation for human reasoning.

Without analogy, language understanding is impossible.

Logic is a highly disciplined special case of analogical reasoning:

  ● Essential for precise reasoning in mathematics and science.
  ● Important for precision in any field.
  ● But even in science, engineering, and computer programming,
     analogy is necessary for knowledge discovery and innovation.

Conceptual graphs support both logical and analogical methods:

  ● They are defined by the ISO/IEC standard 24707 for Common Logic.
  ● But they also support semantic distance measures for analogy.
  ● They provide a bridge between informal language and formal logic.
  ● Logarithmic algorithms for analogy can satisfy Minsky’s challenge.



  

A Cognitive Theory of Reasoning

Based on the same kind of pattern matching as perception:
● Associative access by matching percepts, concepts, and patterns.
● Approximate matches for analogies and metaphors in RH.
● Precise, detailed pattern matches in LH.

Analogies support informal case-based reasoning:
● Long-term memory can store large numbers of previous experiences.
● Any new case can be matched to similar cases in LTM.
● Close matches suggest likely outcomes or features of the new case. 

Methods of logic are disciplined applications of analogy:
● Induction:  Generalize multiple cases to create rules or axioms.
● Deduction:  Match (unify) a new case with part of some rule or axiom.
● Abduction:  Form a hypothesis based on aspects of similar cases.

Peirce’s existential graphs and rules of inference are cognitively 
much more realistic than predicate calculus.



  

Peirce’s Cycle of Pragmatism

Peirce’s claim:  This cycle applies to “any scientific Intelligence”         
– i.e., any intelligence that is capable of learning from experience.

Learning occurs at every step of every cycle.



  

VivoMind Cognitive Architecture (VCA)

Based on Peirce’s cycle of pragmatism with analogy as default:
● Induction, abduction, and deduction are special cases of analogy.
● The cycle is traversed at every level of size and duration. 
● Milliseconds:   Observe danger, orient, decide, and act (OODA loop).
● Seconds to minutes:   Routine analysis, planning, and problem solving.
● Days to years:   Complex studies, exploration, and research.

Societies of distributed, heterogeneous agents:
● Asynchronous message passing for control and communication.
● Conceptual graphs for general knowledge representation.
● Language understanding as a knowledge-based perceptual process.
● Analogies for rapidly accessing high volumes of knowledge of any kind.

Learning occurs at every step of every cycle:
● Perception and reasoning generate new conceptual graphs.
● Analogies assimilate CGs into Cognitive Memory™ for future use.



  

VivoMind Software

Conceptual graphs for knowledge representation and reasoning:
● Natural languages, logics, and any kind of formal or informal patterns.

VivoMind Analogy Engine (VAE):
● Encode any graph in a numeric Cognitive Signature™.  
● Store graphs in a high-volume, high-speed Cognitive Memory™.
● Find exact and approximate matches in logarithmic time.

VivoMind Language Processor (VLP):
● Society of distributed, heterogeneous agents operating in parallel.
● Link grammar for translating natural languages to CGs.
● VAE to access background knowledge for interpreting NLs.
● Supports analogies, formal logics, and statistical methods.

Prolog for Intelligent Knowledge Systems (PrologIKS):
● A compiler and interpreter for ISO standard Prolog.
● With the IKS extensions to support VAE, VLP, and related tools.



  

Applications of VivoMind Software

General approach:
● Apply VAE, VLP, and related tools to any data a customer has.
● Relate the customer’s ontology (if any) to VivoMind resources.
● Supplement the ontology with semi-automated methods for             
  deriving more concept and relation types from NL documents.
● Analyze and relate any combination of unstructured NL                     
  documents and structured information of any kind.
● Translate the results to any format the customer prefers.

Three examples (for details, see http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/pursue.pdf ):
1. Evaluating student answers in free-form English sentences.
2. Analyzing and relating computer programs to the specifications    
    and manuals that are supposed to describe them.
3. Extracting information from textbooks to interpret research            
    reports and answer English questions by subject matter experts.

http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/pursue.pdf


  

Related Readings  
The article that corresponds to this talk,
      http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/ca4cs.pdf 

“Fads and Fallacies About Logic,” by J. F. Sowa
      http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/fflogic.pdf

“Conceptual Graphs for Representing Conceptual Structures,” by J. F. Sowa
      http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/cg4cs.pdf

An introductory tutorial on Common Logic
      http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/clintro.pdf

Web site for Common Logic:
      http://www.common-logic.org
 
ISO/IEC standard 24707 for Common Logic:
      http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/c039175_ISO_IEC_24707_2007(E).zip

http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/ca4cs.pdf
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/fflogic.pdf
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/cg4cs.pdf
http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/clintro.pdf
http://www.common-logic.org/
http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/c039175_ISO_IEC_24707_2007(E).zip
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